
CP Logistics Park: Vancouver 
Community Consultation 
Discussion Guide
December 2, 2020 – January 15, 2021

Provide your feedback from December 2, 2020 to 
January 15, 2021
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CP wants to hear from you
From December 2, 2020 to January 15, 2021, we are seeking 
your input on the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver.

Learn more and participate by visiting the project website at cplogisticspark.ca to:

• Submit an online feedback form

• Sign up for a virtual open house 

• Tuesday, December 8, 2020 6:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

• Saturday, December 12, 2020 1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

The input you provide during the community consultation process will be carefully 
considered by CP. The project is subject to regulatory approval.
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What is CP and what do we do?
Incorporated in 1881, Canadian Pacific Railway was formed to physically unite 
Canada and Canadians from coast to coast. Today CP delivers rail transportation 
and transload solutions that connect North America and the world. By doing this 
safely and efficiently, CP creates long-term sustainable value for our shareholders 
and the broader economy. CP employs 12,000 railroaders across North America. 
Locally, CP has a long history of partnership with Pitt Meadows, having operated in 
the community since 1886. 

CP in the community:
CP celebrates with the community each 
year when the CP Holiday Train stops in Pitt 
Meadows, drawing thousands of residents. 
CP believes in giving back to the communities 
where it operates. This year, due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, CP will donate to 
foodbanks along its network and host a 
virtual concert in lieu of its regular Holiday 
Train program.
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What is the CP Logistics Park: 
Vancouver?
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CP is proposing to construct a multi-modal, multi-
commodity transload and logistics facility adjacent 
to its Vancouver Intermodal Facility in Pitt Meadows, 
B.C., to better service CP’s rail customers and meet 
increased rail demand in Canada’s largest trade gateway. 
The expansion will be named the CP Logistics Park: 
Vancouver and is subject to regulatory approval. 

With CP’s existing nearby facilities nearing capacity, CP has 
a unique opportunity to expand its ability to serve its rail 
customers, meet its regulatory obligations, and address the 
needs of communities with a modern facility.

This proposed project would create a critical piece of rail 
infrastructure to keep Canadian goods moving, create 
and sustain jobs and build confidence in Canada as a 
strong and sustainable global trading partner.

The proposed rail project will strengthen the critical link 
between Canada’s farmers and markets in Asia. The 
project will also handle transportation fuels, ethanol and 
automobiles.

The project is proposed on 41 hectares of CP-owned 
land on the south side of CP’s existing Vancouver 
Intermodal Facility, east of Kennedy Road, and is directly 
accessible to a major highway.

The proposed project has three major rail and transload 
components:

1. Agricultural hub where Canadian agricultural 
products will be received by rail and transloaded 
to shipping containers for distribution in custom 
allotments around the world;

2. Auto lot to receive by rail North American-made 
automobiles destined for local distributors and 
specifically designed to accommodate electric 
vehicles; and

3. Liquids transload and rail facility for 
transportation fuels and ethanol mainly to serve 
demand in Metro Vancouver.
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Did you know? 
As a publicly regulated entity, CP is subject to “common carrier” obligations as defined in sections 113 to 115 of 
the Canada Transportation Act. Under its common carrier obligations, CP is required to meet the transportation 
needs of all rail shippers, including those operating in the agricultural, automotive and transportation fuel sectors.
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An important feature of the proposed facility is its 
proximity to the Vancouver market. It is also within 
40 kilometres of the Port of Vancouver, which 
minimizes the distance that goods have to travel 
by train or truck once containerized. This is more 
efficient, requires less fuel to transport, reduces 
greenhouse gas emissions and reduces the impact 
on communities along the rail corridor. 

The proposed site also has four key features that would 
enable CP to fulfill its service obligations:

• Proximity to CP’s existing facilities;

• Parallel and adjacent to the CP mainline;

• Suitability of the site to accommodate a rail facility; 
and 

• Proximity to critical transportation infrastructure 
such as ports and highways.

Did you know? 
CP has been operating in Pitt Meadows since 1886.
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The need for the project 
Growth in Canadian trade is driving the need for 
transportation infrastructure, including the proposed 
project. For example, CP has seen a continuous increase 
in demand for the shipping of agriculture products in 
recent years, as demonstrated by consecutive record-
breaking crop shipping years. 

British Columbia’s ports are growing to handle the 
expanding demand, and the proposed CP Logistics Park: 
Vancouver will help maintain a strong supply chain. 
CP has a legislated mandate to move the goods and 
products produced and consumed in North America, 
and providing this critical service is a core value to CP. 

Metro Vancouver’s population is projected to grow 
by over one million residents in the next 30 years. 
More infrastructure capacity is needed to continue to 

supply the regional market with goods and create high 
quality employment. Moving more goods by rail, and 
removing trucks from local roads, will also help alleviate 
congestion and reduce emissions. This project will 
increase efficiencies across the trade network and allow 
CP to meet the future needs of shippers. 

Did you know? 
The Port of Vancouver is Canada’s largest port. 
In fact, it is the same size as the next five largest 
Canadian ports combined.

Growing Trade Corridor
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CP Logistics Park: 
Vancouver

CP

CP trackage and haulage rights

Port terminals
1. Canada Place
2. Centerm
3. Lantic Inc.
4. Alliance Grain Terminal
5. Vanterm
6. West Coast Reduction
7. Pacific Elevators
8. Cascadia
9. Parkland Terminal
10. Shellburn Terminal
11. Westridge Marine Terminal
12. Suncor Energy — Burrard 

Products Terminal 
13. Pacific Coast Terminals
14. IOCO Terminal
15. Chemtrade Chemicals
16. Univar Canada
17. Lynnterm 
18. G3 Terminal Vancouver
19. Neptune Bulk Terminals
20. Cargill
21. Richardson International
22. Fibreco 
23. Vancouver Wharves
24. Annacis Auto Terminal
25. DP World Fraser Surrey
26. Richmond Auto Terminal 
27. Deltaport
28. Westshore Terminals
29. Fraser Grain Terminal Ltd. 

Container handling 
and transload facilities
A. Canaan Shipping Co. Ltd.
B. Canadian Intermodal Services (CIS)
C. Coast2000 Terminals Ltd.
D. Columbia Containers Ltd.
E. CN – Transload Forest Products
F.  CP – Transload Facility – Port 

Coquitlam
G. Damco Distribution Canada
H. Delco Container (Delco) Ltd. 

Partnership
I. Euro Asia Transload Inc.
J. Global Agriculture Trans-

Loading Inc.
K. Harbour Link Container Services Inc.
L. Intact Logistics
M. Mountain View Reload Inc. 
N. Parrish & Heimbecker, Limited
O. Ray-Mont Logistics
P. TDK Metro Terminals
Q. WTC Group
R. Westran Intermodal Ltd.
S. Fraser Grain Terminal Ltd. 

(under construction)
T. CP – Transload Facility – Vancouver
U. CP Vancouver Intermodal Facility
V. CP Pitt Meadows Auto Compound
W. Olympia Transportation 
X. Vedder Transportation 

Other connecting, regional and
short line railroads  

CP transload (CPT) facility

CP intermodal facility

CP automotive compound
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Project benefits 
This proposed project would create a critical piece of infrastructure to keep Canadian goods moving, create and 
sustain jobs and build confidence in Canada as a strong and sustainable global trading partner. The project will 
have a variety of economic and environmental benefits at the local, provincial and national level.

Economic  
benefits

• Increasing market access for inbound and outbound 
shipments;

• Helping Canadian farmers access markets in Asia, 
including for specialty products;

• Creating direct and indirect jobs in transportation, 
agriculture and other industries;

• Adding capacity to support Canadian and provincial 
trade goals; 

• Strengthening Canada’s economic competitiveness 
by improving the efficiency of railways; and

• Contributing to economic recovery following the 
COVID-19 downturn.

Environmental  
benefits

• Reducing the number of truck movements on 
regional highways by moving more goods by rail, 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions;

• Cutting shipping emissions by reducing the number 
of empty containers being shipped to Asia from 
Canada and increasing supply chain efficiency; and

• Adding a modernized auto lot which includes 
electric vehicle charging stations to help suppliers 
meet anticipated growth in demand for electric 
vehicles in British Columbia.

Community  
benefits

• Providing approximately 150–250 direct jobs as well 
as contracting opportunities for local residents and 
businesses;

• Creating hundreds of jobs during construction and 
supporting indirect employment throughout the 
community; and 

• Contributing $4.1 million in property taxes to the 
City of Pitt Meadows annually once the project 
is complete, equivalent to 19% of the total tax 
revenue collected by the City of Pitt Meadows in 
2020.
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Environmental review 

FACT: 
Greenhouse gas emissions from the railway industry 
represent just 1% of Canada’s total GHG emissions 
while moving more than 70% of all Canadian 
intercity freight each year.1 CP is committed to 
sustainability across our network. We are proud 
to have achieved significant emissions reductions 
through a 43% improvement in fuel efficiency over 
the last 29 years. 

CP will be working collaboratively with stakeholders and 
the community throughout an extensive review process.

CP will be sharing information with the public and 
providing opportunities to:

• Thoroughly review and consider project information;

• Ask questions and receive additional information; 
and

• Submit comments regarding interests or concerns.

The federally regulated review process includes CP 
developing studies undertaken by independent 
environmental professionals with expertise in relevant 
fields. These baseline studies are already underway, and 
will cover areas such as:

• Agriculture

• Archaeology

• Fisheries

• Hydrology

• Light, noise, and vibration

• Vegetation and species-at-risk 

A key component of CP’s application to the Canadian 
Transportation Agency (CTA) is the submission of a 
project description and identification of preliminary 
valued components to be studied. Before this step is 
completed, CP is seeking comments from the public 
on these draft documents. To view the draft project 
description, click here. 

The valued components identified during the 
consultation process will help to shape the scope of the 
CTA review process. The preliminary valued components 
include:

• Traditional land and resource use

• Air quality

• Noise, vibration, light

• Surface water, groundwater, and drainage

• Fish and fish habitat

• Vegetation and wetlands 

• Wildlife 

• Human health

• Archaeological and heritage resources

• Soil and agricultural use

• Transportation

• Navigation

• Employment and regional economy

• Utilities and community infrastructure 

These preliminary valued components are subject to 
refinement following public feedback, as well as the 
outcome of technical investigations. For further detail, 
please review the Environmental Effects Evaluation 
Scoping Document, here.

Valued components are components of the 
natural and human environment that are considered 
by the proponent (CP), the public, First Nations, 
specialists and government agencies involved in the 
assessment process to have scientific, ecological, 
economic, social, cultural, archaeological, historical 
or other importance.

1 Source: Railway Association of Canada, railcan.ca
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Multi-round engagement 

Late 2020

Public 
Engagement 
Round 1*

Public and Indigenous Consultation

CP Timeline

2021

Pre-Design and 
Consideration 
of Public Input

CTA Decision Early 2023

CP Final Investment 
Decision**

* further rounds to be scheduled in 2021

** subject to CTA application approval 

*** the CTAs public comment period is a minimum of 30 business days

2024

Detailed 
Design

2026

Construction

Late 2021

CTA Application 
Filing 

2020

Preparation

Late 2021

Application Completeness Review

Pre-Application CTA Application 
Review

Public Comment***

CTA Deliberation

CTA Decision 2026

Construction

Regulatory Timeline

Monitoring and Compliance with Conditions

CP anticipates a multi-year planning and consultation 
process for the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver. 
The input you provide during the community 
consultation process will be carefully considered as CP 
prepares its project design and submits its regulatory 
application to the CTA. 

CP has already commenced its First Nations engagement 
for the project, which is within Katzie First Nation 
Traditional Territory. CP will now commence community 

engagement with other stakeholders. Wider public 
engagement is planned, including a series of open 
houses and engagement events, starting this December 
and throughout 2021 prior to the submission of CP’s 
regulatory application.

CP anticipates the CTA review process would start in 
2021 with a potential decision to be made sometime 
in 2022. 
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Mitigating community impacts 
CP strives to maintain communication with communities 
across its 13,000-mile network and address public 
concerns as they arise. 

Mitigating effects on the community will be a key 
consideration as the proposed project moves forward. 
Community feedback will be an integral part of the 
planning and development process. 

CP will collect information and conduct studies to 
understand the potential effects to agriculture, traffic, 
light, noise and other community priorities. Detailed 
studies will be undertaken by regulated professionals 
to provide accurate information and inform project 
development.

Local residents and stakeholders will have opportunities 
to provide feedback to CP, including during engagement 
events and contact through the project website.

FACT: 
A single freight train can remove more than 300 
trucks from Canadian highways.2

2 Source: Railway Association of Canada, railcan.ca
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Forward Looking Statement 
This discussion guide contains certain forward-looking 
information and forward-looking statements (collectively, 
“forward-looking information”) within the meaning of 
applicable securities laws. Forward-looking information 
includes, but is not limited to, statements concerning 
expectations, beliefs, plans, goals, objectives, assumptions 
and statements about possible future events, conditions, 
and results of operations or performance. Forward-looking 
information may contain statements with words or headings 
such as “financial expectations”, “key assumptions”, 
“anticipate”, “believe”, “expect”, “plan”, “will”, “outlook”, 
“should” or similar words suggesting future outcomes. 
This discussion guide contains forward-looking information 
relating, but not limited to, the outcome of environmental 
studies, First Nations and community engagement and 
regulatory approval processes, the completion of the design 
and construction of the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver in 
accordance with its currently proposed design and timeline, 
including with respect to its anticipated size and capabilities, 
the anticipated impacts of the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver 
on our business, our operations, priorities and plans, on the 
environment and greenhouse gas emissions by us and third 
parties, on the Canadian economy and perceptions by third 
parties of Canada’s status as a global trade partner, and on 
our anticipated financial and operational performance.

The forward-looking information contained in this discussion 
guide is based on current expectations, estimates, projections 
and assumptions, having regard to CP’s experience and its 
perception of historical trends, and includes, but is not limited 
to, expectations, estimates, projections and assumptions 
relating to: foreign exchange rates, effective tax rates, land 
sales and pension income; greenhouse gas emissions; North 
American and global economic growth; commodity demand 
growth; sustainable industrial and agricultural production; 
commodity prices and interest rates; performance of our 
assets and equipment; sufficiency of our budgeted capital 
expenditures in carrying out our business plan; our ability to 
complete our capital and maintenance projects, including 
completion of the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver in 
accordance with the specifications and timelines anticipated; 
applicable laws, regulations and government policies, 
including required regulatory approvals; the availability and 
cost of labour, services and infrastructure; market demand 
for CP’s services; First Nations engagement; environmental 
approvals; our ability to maintain our relationships with key 
third parties; anticipated actions by third parties in response 
to changes in our business, operations, priorities and plans; 
and the satisfaction by third parties of their obligations to CP. 
Although CP believes the expectations, estimates, projections 
and assumptions reflected in the forward-looking information 
presented herein are reasonable as of the date hereof, there 
can be no assurance that they will prove to be correct.

Undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking 
information as actual results may differ materially from those 
expressed or implied by forward-looking information. By its 
nature, CP’s forward-looking information involves inherent 
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to 
differ materially from the forward looking information, 
including, but not limited to, the following factors: changes 
in business strategies; general North American and global 
economic, credit and business conditions; risks associated 
with agricultural production, such as weather conditions 
and insect populations; the availability and price of energy 
and agricultural commodities; the effects of competition 
and pricing pressures; industry capacity; shifts in market 
demand, including market demand for autos, agricultural 
and energy commodities; changes in commodity prices; 
uncertainty surrounding timing and volumes of commodities 
being shipped via CP; inflation; geopolitical instability; 
changes in laws, regulations and government policies, 
including regulation of rates; changes in taxes and tax 
rates; potential increases in maintenance and operating 
costs; changes in fuel prices; uncertainties of investigations, 
proceedings or other types of claims and litigation; labour 
disputes; risks and liabilities arising from derailments; 
transportation of dangerous goods; timing of completion of 
capital and maintenance projects; currency and interest rate 
fluctuations; regulatory approvals and timing of regulatory 
approvals; results of engagement with First Nations and 
other communities; effects of changes in market conditions 
and discount rates on the financial position of pension plans 
and investments; trade restrictions or other changes to 
international trade arrangements; climate change; our inability 
to complete the design and construction of the CP Logistics 
Park: Vancouver in accordance with the specifications and 
on the timelines anticipated; the failure by third parties to 
respond to changes in our business, operations, priorities and 
plans in the manner we anticipate or at all; and various events 
that could disrupt operations, including severe weather, 
such as droughts, floods, avalanches and earthquakes, 
and cybersecurity attacks, as well as security threats and 
governmental response to them, and technological changes. 
The list of factors noted is not exhaustive. These and other 
factors are detailed from time to time in reports filed by 
CP with securities regulators in Canada and the United 
States. Reference should be made to “Risk Factors” and 
“Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition 
and Results of Operations - Forward-Looking Information” in 
CP’s annual and interim reports on Form 10-K and 10-Q.

The forward-looking information contained in this discussion 
guide is made as of the date hereof. Except as required 
by law, CP undertakes no obligation to update publicly or 
otherwise revise any forward-looking information, or the 
foregoing assumptions and risks affecting such forward-
looking information, whether as a result of new information, 
future events or otherwise.
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CP wants to hear from you
Please provide your feedback by visiting the project website at 
cplogisticspark.ca and completing a feedback form or email 
us at engage@cplogisticspark.ca.
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